
Observing/Collecting data from approved programs 

Expert committees 
Selection  

Observational  
+ reduced data 

Think tank 
Studies (incl. theoretical ones) 

Proposals 

Public outreach 

Validation/Referees 

Professional 
publications 

(paper, CD-ROM, 
electronic) Education 

Amateur astronomers 

Databases and archives 

Libraries, 
Yellow-page 

services, 
Other 

resources 

Other disciplines, 
technologies  

& methodologies 

(Heck 2000) 
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Astronomy professional 
community 

Intra-professional communication Outside world 

Why? 

Information sharing 

Knowledge transfer 

Education 

Recognition 
•  positions  
       (grants and salaries) 
•  acceptance of proposals 
       (data collected) 
•  funding of projects 
       (ideas materialized) 

How? 

Publications 
(from newsletters to  
         books) 

Professional journals 
(refereed and  
         non-refereed) 

Semi-professional  
        publications 

Grey literature 

Magazines 

Conferences, meetings 
(oral presentations, 
posters, demos, …) 

Lectures 

Web visibility 
e-publishing 
On-line services 
Preprint servers 
Etc. 

Who? 

Other scientific 
   communities 
Deciders 
News medias 
Amateur astronomers 
Society at large 

Media 

Print 
Voice 
e-tools 
Graphical arts 
Films, videos, 
CDs, DVDs 
Etc. 

Places 

Observatories 
Research centres 
Universities 
Academic institutions 

Planetariums 
Popular observatories 
Amateur associations 
Cultural hubs 

Exhibitions 
Etc. 

(Heck 2003) 
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Pending questions: 

-- where are we heading to 
   in terms of commercial publishing? 

-- OA ?? 

-- libraries 

-- broad communication ? 
        (and education ...) 







ERA archives 
(exchanges between Editors-Referees-Authors) 

•  A&A (Bertout/Quilbé) 
     retained "some time" within MMS (Quilbé) 
     archives in storage/Paris since 1995 (Bertout) 
     willing to "do something" (Bertout) 

•  ApJ (Abt/Vishniac) 
     correspondence under Morgan (1948-1953) & under 

Chandra (1953-1971) archived at U of Chicago 
     correspondence under Abt (1970-1990) in storage 

lockers in Tucson (2M sheets of paper) 
     later on: kept in database and accessible after 75y 

•  MNRAS (Carswell/Clube) 
     "a lot" in S1M (no start date given – 2005?) 
     (but some discussions outside S1M) 

•  PASP (Szkody) 

     history file system since 2005 





"Publishers are not noted 
             for their common sense." 

                          (from a prominent author/editor/translator 
                            with extensive international experience) 



"Publishers are not noted 
             for their common sense." 

                          (from a prominent author/editor/translator 
                            with extensive international experience) 

"And they seem frequently  
            disconnected from the actual market." 




